SJSU sophomore earns position
as Golden State Warriors cheerleader
See page 5
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Former Doors organist
visits campus Tuesday
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Smelly sewer line pits city against SJSU
By Sean Mulcaster
Daily staff writer

A misplaced sewer line at the corner of Eighth and San Carlos streets
smells and a stinky controversy has
arisen over who’s responsible for
fixing it.
The City of San Jose claims the
damage was incurred during Rec
Center construction, so SJSU must
repair the pipe.
But SJSU’s construction analyst.
the Professional Management Association, claims the sewer line has
been broken for years and the city
should repair it.

The smell, which has bothered
passersby for at least eight months.
is methane gas. Backed-up human
waste produces the gas.
The damage occurred when a
storm drain was mistakenly connected to a sanitary drain, according
to Joe Padilla, supervisor of sewer
maintenance for San Jose.
Prior to the construction of the
Rec Center, an old house with antiquated sewer lines was razed on the
site.
"They’ve got a major aroma
problem," said Greg Estrada, construction manager for PMA. "It’s a

’They’ve got a major aroma problem.’
Greg Estrada,
Construction manager,
Professional Management Associates
city problem...
However, Padilla denies that the
city is responsible for the smell.
"Before we tested, we thought
this was one of the lines that didn’t
get changed." he said. "But this is a
new system and it’s one that is on the
inside of their property.

"So this is definitely not a city
problem or a problem from 20 years
ago. This system is not much older
than six months."
The storm sewer producing the
foul smell is adjacent to the new
swimming pool complex. Padilla
conducted a dye test that revealed

where the waste was going.
"After we tested the sewer and it
was emptying into the sanitation we
discovered that the right line they
should have gone to is in the middle
of San Carlos," Padilla said.
Instead of connecting the line and
tearing up San Carlos Street. Padilla
said, they fed the line into the sanitary system on Eighth Street about
15 yards away from the pool complex’s storm drain.
Who will repair the pipe is still not
clear.
Gary Hinds, a senior engineering
technician for the city, said it’s

against state health laws for chlorine
hi seep into the Aorin drain.

"It’s a definite violation if it’s directed there because chlorine is not
allowed to go into rivers," Hinds
said.
’The pool’s toilet system is connected to this sy stem.’ Padilla said.
’When that flows down to the storm
drain it would have been easy just to
go to the storm drain on San Carlos.
In fact, it’s a lot closer to the pool
system than the one on Eighth.’’
"For this system to be relocated,
they’re going to have to tear up all of
See SEWER, back page

Campus groups Art imitates art
review policies
for alcohol use
By Teresa Lyddane
Daily staff writer

Robert Thorson. president of
Theta Chi fraternity, has a lot to lose
if he serves alcohol to minors at parties.
"I’m the one they (police) haul
off if there’s any trouble, he explained.
Thorson, other members of the
Greek community and leaders of various campus organizations are reviewing their "party policies" following allegations that Sigma Alpha
Mu fraternity served alcohol to minors at a party held Saturday night.
"Just because everyone does it,
doesn’t mean it’s legal, said Robert
Kuwada, senior special investigator
at the Alcoholic Beverage Control
office about the serving of alcohol to
minors.
Thorson said the Theta Chi national convention he attended in Atlanta this summer stressed the importance of monitoring alcohol at
parties.
"It’s become a very serious issue
for us and our national office." he
said.

Thorson said there is no longer
free -flowing alcohol at Theta Chi
parties. The fraternity has made a
commitment to avoiding problems
associated with alcohol.
Theta Chi members who are over
21 now serve alcohol from behind a
bar. The bartenders will not serve
anyone whom they think has had too
much to drink.
The fraternity house has guest
rooms that can accomodate up to 20
people.
"Our guests are our responsibility." Thorson said. "If someone is
too drunk to drive, they can stay a
while until they sober up, or they can
spend the night in a guest room."

I

At its next party. Theta Chi plans
to check in car keys.
Dean Stepovich, vice president of
Alpha Tau Omega, admits it’s difficult to determine if people are under
21, but says serving alcohol to minors is definitely a serious issue.
He said the fraternity pays approximately $5,(X)0 a year for liability insurance.
See ALCOHOL, back page

Eric Lindley

Jung Vu, a senior majoring in computer science, spends the at’ternotm reproducing the sculpture located in front of the Business

A.S. print shop’s revenue could benefit clubs
and hired a new manager, revenues
increased greatly, according to fiDoubled from the ’86-’87 school nancial records.
The money usually reverts to the
year. Associated Students print shop
revenues may soon directly benefit print shop.
for
organizations
clubs
and
But now A.S. President Terry
student
McCarthy predicts that some of the
the first time.
The print shop was once a finan- shop’s future profits will go to the
cial drain on the A.S. But in the fall A.S. general fund for student clubs
of 1986, when the shop moved to its and organizations to use. Organizapresent location next to the bakery tions include the A.S. program
By Stacey DeSalvo

Daily staff writer

board, the music department. the
A.S. business office and the Spartan
Daily.
’That, of course, is a bonus,’’
McCarthy said. "But the principal
goal of the print shop is to provide
quality services to students. As an
example, the print shop just purchased a new Kodak copier
Proving its success, the print shop
recentls contributed Sill. MO to the

A.S. general fund, he said.
Former A.S. President Tom
Boothe said the recent success of the
print shop has made him "very, very
pleased.
"When I came in as A.S. President in 1986, the print shop was in
the dungeon, Boothe said, referring to the shop’s old location in the
basement of the Student Union. "At
that time the print shop was a real

drain, it was losing revenue."
But A.S. research indicated a po
tential for more revenue if the shop
moved to a more sisible location.
Boothe said.
The A.S. Board of Directors proposed a new location once occupied
by the A.S.-owned Earth Toys. a ski
and camping equipment shop that
See Silo!’. haek page

Former Mayor lectures on Dublin
By Dan Turner
Hederman hopes that the city will someday install a light
rail system similar to San Jose’s.
Hederman said she believed such a system would he
SJSU on Tuesday, giving a brief lecture on the city’s
more successful in Dublin than in San Jose because the
past to lain Bisceglia’s History 151 class.
Irish are less "wedded to their cars’’ than Californians.
Carmencita Hederman. whose term as chief exec"I think it was a very sensible, enlightened and couutive of Dublin ended in July, is in San Jose at the invitarageous decision to introduce the light transit." Hedertion of Mayor Tom McFnery.
man said. "I think that in the long tern, it will be a sucDublin is a "sister city to San Jose and as a result.
the two cities have engaged in a number of cultural, edu- cess, but in the immediate term I’m sure it will prove
very
difficult to dislodge people from their cars.’’
cational and business exchanges.
Mary Ellen Inner, a press secretary from McEnery’s
Hederman discussed the history of Dublin from its
itle molt . The city celebrated its office, said McEnery invited Hederman to conic here
foundation as a Vik
millenium this Neal . mite it became an official Irish ter- while he was in Dublin with a San Jose delegation last
year.
ritory when and Irish king captured it in 988.
Hederman was unable to make the trip while she was
"How typically Irish to celebrate the imposition of
the first income tax." Hederman said, quoting an anony- still serving her term as Lord Mayor because of time
pressures related to the millenium celebration.
mous Irish satirist.
Modern Dublin shares many of the same problems as
Dublin became one of San Jose’s five sister cities in
San Jose, Hederman said. Both cities are currently en- 1986.
gaged in major redevelopment programs.
"We have a very active Irish -American community
Hederman cited urban transport as her city’s most in San Jose," Inner said. "They came to Mayor Mcht
important problem Increases in population have created cry and suggested an Irish sister city The only one that
major traffic problems on Dublin’s narrow streets and they were all happy with was
"
Daily staff writer
The former I and Mayoi oh Dublin, Ireland visited

Dave Enckson - Daily staff photographe

Carmencita ’letterman, the former Lord Mayor of Dublin. Ireland,
speaks to students in an English history class,

1

Daily staff photographer

Tower. lie is doing it as an assignment for his art class. The sculptore was donated by a former business professor

Evans breaks
wrists in fall
from ladder
toi% e Vice President
S.M.!
J. Handel 1- :ins broke both
wrists Sept. I I when he fell off a
ladder attached to his roof
Fs an. NA ,is ushed to Good Sarnia Ilan Doliital by his wife and
is currently recovering at home.
"His endurance is fairly limited right now. said Dick Staley, director of public information. "He doesn’t have the
energs to work for sustained period, of time...
Fs all% plans to come hack to
work in two or three weeks,
though his arms will be covered
by casts for at least another five
weeks.
In the mean time, he is in contact with his stall by phone to
help idles late problems that may
arise with his absence.
Staley said Evans was climbing
hack down from the roof after
doing some work on his TV antenna when the ladder slipped out
from underneath him. His wrists
were broken when he threw out
his arms to break his fall.
Evans also suffered a number
of cuts and bruises when he hit
his chin on the ladder .
The Daily. was unable to contact Evans at home
Dan Turner
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Students need
apply now
SJSt has a campus population of nearl
30.0(X) students. Judging from reactions to Rec
Center cost ovemms and letters to the editor, it
is Mild SeeIll that a chance to at feet one of the
hottest issues on campus would interest many.
Apparently it doesn’t.
The
Student
Editorial
Union Board of Directors, the organization that oversees the Re i Center project, has
positions open for four students who want to
voice their concerns on the project.
The Board makes many crucial decisions
regarding the Rec Center including how it will
be paid for. Students should jump at the chance
to have some say in the direction their fees are
taking.
Rick Thomas. the former Associated Students director of community affairs. was surprised at the lack of response. "It is crucial that
the students become involved in this issue," he
said.
Crucial indeed. It’s time for students to put
their action and effort where their mouths are.
Interested students can call the Student
Union director’s office at 924-6310, or the
A.S. at 924-6240.

Irked by bad drivers
1 was almost rear-ended last night by the same
person- twice.
It was during rush hour on Highway 101. Anyone
who drives during the evening rush realizes what a pain
it is. Because I travel up and down 101 every day from
Gilroy. the aggravation has built and built and last night
I blew.
It was typical break -light traffic. After one
particular breaking session, the car behind me decided
not to stop with the rest of us. I looked in my rear-view
mirror and saw the car swerving to avoid hitting me.
I thought. No problem. They probably glanced
away for a second."
When the same thing happened. not five miles later
with the same person. I got mad. She looked like she
had been dozing and shook her head as if to wake up.
I was incredulous. How could someone sleep on a
stretch of highway that is known for chronic stop-and go? Fortunately for me. after that last near-accident she
stayed far behind me.
But as I drove on. I
began to think of all the
drivers and the little
things I used to think
were amusing and now
are just iii i Int!.
’Make-up appliers:
I has,: dris en the highway
and seen vs omen apply
their make up in their
rear-view mirrors. I’m not
Lisa Hannon
talking about just a swipe
of lipstick or a quick swish of the powder puff. but the
whole kit -and -caboodle. Mascara, eye shadow, eye
liner- procedures that are involved enough in front of
the bathroom mirror. And they’re doing them and
attempting to drive safely?
Shavers: These men must not get up early
enough to take two minutes and shave in their
bathrooms. So they bring their battery -operated razors
and shave away as they cruise at 70 miles per hour
down the freeway.
*Hair Fixers: Both men and women are guilty 01
this sin. I have seen women take both hands off their
steering wheels to pin hack their hair. They must put
their car on auto pilot. A friend told me about men
who put their fans on high, turn on the heat and dry
their hair. When I said even I had a hard time helievir4
it, he relunctamly admitted to committing the act
himself. I don’t know about his car, but to do this in
my car, my head would have to he down by my feet.
Another case of auto pilot? I think not.
. Nose Pickers: Normally I leave these people
alone. But the other day my mother and I were driving
together and she saw a man picking his nose with
determination. My mother, who is a very proper
person, leaned across me and yelled. "Pick a winner for
me. bud."
Potential Madonna’s: These people are usually
female. I am sorry to say. They are the ones who bop to
the stereo while driving down the freeway and use their
rear-view mirrors as the audience. You can usually tell
what’s going on from behind them. Imit the side -view is
the best. They are swinging and swaying to the beat
and look as if they are belting out the song as loud and
as strong as humanly possible.
I’m not claiming to he the perfect driver. Who
knows? I may have committed one or two of the above
driving sins. But I know there is a time and placelor
everything, and a crowded and unpredictable freeway
during rush hour is neither the time nor place.

1- 011111,

Letters to the Editor
’Road’ is a dead end
I was truly impressed with Vic
Vogler’s "On the road Again."
Sept. 20) colorful description of several of our states. I especially enjoyed your statement regarding Mc Donald’s in Toledo because it really
accents your ability for objective
journalism. not to mention your expert knowledge of the state of Ohio.
Upon reading your commentary. I
was awed at at your informative trip
throughout the states which, judging
from your facts, probably took all of
a week to accomplish.
Just like the grown up "yo-yos"
who write commentaries for some of
the major papers and tabloids, you
can’t find enough to criticiie when it
conies to our people and ouicountry. Professional writers, such as
Vic, show their true cultural ignorance as well as a know-nothing attitude when it comes to this beautiful
country of ours called America.
Keep up the good work.

You’re going to slide right into the
mold of real American journalists
all sensation, no substance and no
scruples. Your paper will make good
garbage can lining.
A.G. Mavroudis
Senior
Mechanical Engineering

Rodeos not harmful
Editor,
Ann Reynolds has been watching
too many old westerns,
The animal rights activist said in
Tuesday’s Spartan Daily that she
was present at a rodeo when an injured horse was taken behind the
scenes and clubbed to death so that
the audience wouldn’t hear a fatal
gunshot.
Oh, pleeeeaase Ann. Do you
really think that we come to rodeos
with a gun strapped to our side so we
can blow our horse’s brains out if it
gets injured? Do you really believe
we would club a horse to death in-

stead of calling the vet after paying
$1.000 to $50,000 for it?
This is not the 1890s. Ann.
I am a member of the Professional
Rodeo and Cowboy’s Association
and I have worked as a secretary/timer at rodeos across California. If
there is one characteristic that rodeo
people have in common, it’s that
they value animals. Animals are
their bread and butter. They are
more than pets; they are a livelihood.
Ann Reynold’s extreme ignorance
is sad. She probably doesn’t know
that all spurs worn by rodeo cowboys and cowgirls are dull. (Sharp
spurs will get a contestant disqualdied). She probably doesn’t know
that the strap buckled around a
horse’s flank is fleece -lined and
causes no pain.
-’’ Reynolds has made a big mistake
and has made herself look pretty
foolish by being so uniformed about
something she crusades against.
Serena GriMth
Senior
Journalism

A grandfather’s help is needed
Dear Grandfather,
I had a dream about you. You sat
up from your coffin and said "If you
need help, ask me. I can help you
now...
It was the week after your funeral
and your presence was so real I felt I
could almost touch you. This was
my way of dealing with part of my
grief. but I was not prepared for the
other part of my gnef - the part
that stems from self-centered greed.
Within days of your death, certain
family members were squabbling
over funeral arrangements and the
execution 01 sour estate. I was ap
palled that these resentful, distrustful
people were the same ones who
grieved with such passion upon your
death.
To me, you were always the symbol of strength and unity in our family. As the patriarch of a Mexican
family. you had an influence that
was particularly strong.
When you left. you took part of
that strength and unity with you. The
people I depended on most for sup-

Denise Zapata
port and strength crumbled emotionally in my arms. Their tears elicited
a pain I never thought I could feel.
That’s why it hurt so much when
Uncle Tony began questioning
Dad’s handling of your financial affairs. Dad and Uncle Mario were
most involved with your finances
throughout your life. It was natural
that they continue in this role after
your death.

However. Uncle Tony thought
that they were somehow trying to
benefit themselves and purposely exclude the rest of the family. He in
turn infected others with his warped
perceptions.
I couldn’t believe this was happening. This is the stuff you read
about in Ann Landers. It doesn’t
really happen. At least not in our
family.
The strife was enough to make me
change my mind about meticulously
updated wills and pre-paid funeral
services. I used to consider these actions morbid. Not anymore.
Practical considerations aside.
your death was a time for reflection.
It was a time when we should have
remembered what a family should
be -- a source of emotional support.
love and companionship.
I always considered our family
close-knit. I know that this, like all
other crises. will pass.
In the meantime, though, we need
some help.
Grandfather. I’m asking.

upped the stakes.
After a decade of transition and value
readjustment. they’ve added a new twist
to the game.
Women now want men who make them
laugh.
I wouldn’t have believed it if I hadn’t read
in that cornerstone of journalism, People
magazine, that the number one quality a
women now looks for in a man is a sense of
humor.
Great.
Years ago, it was easy. Men were molded
straight from a Hemmingway short story: long
on character, short on vocabulary. Men were
tough, silent and strong.
Then came Alan Alda. and with him, new
expectations for the American male. Now men
were expected to be sensitive, vulnerable and
(gulp!) compassionate.
So men complied. We began wearing
pastels instead of flannel. We began drinking
wine instead of whiskey. We tried to quote
poetry we didn’t know and agreed to miss the
Superbowl in favor of "La Boheme."
But it wasn’t enough.
With our increased efforts to become
sensitive, we became wimps. We cried too
much and tough guys beat us up. Suddenly,
women called for a man who was a little of
both. A man who could play poker with the
"guys" then come home and sing a lullaby to
his daughter.
Somehow, some of us achieved that
compromise and revelled in our two-fold
masculinity of the future.
Then, with the help of that magazine the
women threw men a curve. Now on top of
tough and sensitive, men have to be funny.
the hell can a guy be funny when
How
he’s studying Robert Frost’?
How can someone make a really
good joke while comforting his niece about her
dead cat’?
And how much humor can a man generate
while being tough’?
Being just funny and tough is easy. All you
had to do was beat up a little guy, flex your
biceps, then laugh "Har, har, har," and finish
your beer.
It isn’t that hard to be sensitive and funny
either: You might serve the wrong wine with a
crab dinner or misquote Sane.
But putting the whole package together is
damn near impossible. What should a guy do’?
I think it’s a conspiracy. Just as soon men
learn to fit the pieces of this puzzle together,
women will add something new for us to
achieve.
I can see it now: next year’s People
magazine on stands across the nation proudly
displaying "Women now look for mastery in
chess as a number one quality in men."
Start practicing guys. But rest assured,
she’ll checkmate you either way.
Mike Lewis is the Forum Page Editor.

Attention, Artists!
Are you handy with a pen’? Do you have
an interest in politics or social issues’? Do you
like to draw editorial cartoons or standard illustrations’?
Anyone interested in contributing either
political cartoons or arranging to draw specific illustrations for stories on a case -by -case
basis, contact either Katarina Jonholt, editor
in chief, or Mike Lewis, Forum Page editor at
924-3280.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you

our readers.

Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. We feel that
by listening to our readers we can better
serve the campus community. However,
personal attacks and letters in poor taste
will not be published, nor will anonymous
letters be accepted.
All letters may be edited for length or
libel. We will also correct obvious style
and grammar errors. The Daily reserves
the right to limit the number of letters on a
given topic after a sufficient amount of
comment has appeared.
Letters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bente! Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.
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Talking Heads
What do you think of the media coverage of the
Olympics?

Kris I.askowski, Senior, English: "I don’t like the pre-recorded
stuff. I would rather see the live
spontaneous things that happen. I
think that if they’re going to show an
event, especially when people are interested in it, they should show it all
at once. It’s a lot better than chopping it up with different events."

SpartaGuide IA a dad% calendar
for SJSU student, Jai ult.% and stall
organkations. items Min be submitted on farms in the t)ii4 401 T.
Dwight Bente/ Ilan Room 2014, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
Deadline for the next day’s publication is noon.
TODAY
GALA: Meeting. 4:30 p.m., S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For information
call 293-5273
Angel Flight: Meeting, 6 p.m..
S.U. Montalvo Room. For information call 779-3925.
Christian Science College Organization: Meeting. 3:30 p.m., S.U.
Montalvo Room.
B/PA A:
Presentation
skills
workshop by Dr. Jack Kemp. 6
p.m., S.U. Almaden Room.

Steve Theard, Junior, Accounting: "I think its pretty good. The
only thing that I don’t like to watch
is when they switch over to some
thing else every five minutes. It
doesn’t give you time to get into it. 1
would like to see them finish an en
tire event before they switch to
something else."

Rugby Football Club: Practice.
3:30 pin., South Campus. For information call 998-9409.
Christian Science College Organization: Meeting, 3:30 p.m.. S.U.
Montalvo Room,

C
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now hiring toodserversicooks
’Excellent Pay
’Flexible Hours
’Interviews M-TH 2-4 PM
W Calaveras, Milpitas
(where 237 & 880 meet)
408 942-9106

Stewart said the psychological
tests will determine whether the boy
should be transferred to a school for
children with emotional problems.
Polk Sheriff’s Office spokeswoman Lynne Flreidenbach said the gun
was apparently not loaded when he
brought it to Crystal Lake Elementary School in his knapsack.
The boy showed the weapon to
two other boys after gym class and
again displayed it while walking
home with other students after
school, she said.
Bill Duncan, who is in charge of
discipline for the Polk County school
district, said that initial reports indicated that the boy demanded a sexual
favor from two girls.
But sheriff’s detective Paul Bag -

Quality
Copies
kinkois

9550

FHWAY
Financial Management gt_ssoc :
PI/Zil Night, 6 p.m.. Round Table
Pizza Parlour at Saratoga and Moot
park avenues. For information call
248-3004.
Asian Business League: Pizza
night. 7 p iii . Pizza Hut, 434 North
Capitol Asc. For information call
274-6372
SUNDAY
Catholic Newman Cummun it
Mass, 6:30 p.m. and K p.m .
pus Ministry Center, 300 South 1001
St. For information call 298 0204
(’ampus
Lutheran
Worship, 10 p.m., Campus M mist!’ ,
Center, 3(8) South 10th St. For infor
’nation call 298-0204

Math/Computer Science Club:
Meeting. 12:30 p.m.. Duncan Hall
Room 323. For information call 9245144.
SJSU Ski Club: Breckenridge trip
on sale, 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. For

gett said that did riot appear to be the not a demand for sexual hoot ,
case. He said the boy may have
made a derogatory sexual statement
to a girl while the children were
walking home, but his statement was

AUTORANTAL
"WE RENT FOR LESS"
25c
Glass of
Michelob draft

CARS/TRUCKS/VANS
Clean, quality rentals
Daily rates from $19.95
Visa/MC accepted but
not required
Unlimited mileage
8 minutes from campus
Age requirement. 21

the purchase of any sandwich

!With

OUR WIDE SELECTION OF
SANDWICHES INCLUDE:
CLUB
TURKEY
CHICKEN SALAD
TUNA
ROAST BEEF
AND 10 MORE!

10% discount for students,
faculty, and staff on
weekly & monthly rentals

HO E. San Carlos 947-131;

Santa Clara

Industries
50 Umbarger Road
San Jose CA. 95111

New Hours
Fri -Sat until 11 PM
Sunday 10-6
I
C.With this coupon & SJSU II)

(408)281-4666

KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP

the copy center

300

" Rock ’n Roll Barbers"
TUES - FRI 9 AM - 6PM, SAT BAM

310S THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336

4 PM

Street, San Jose 279-9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

318 South 10th

10 % off Nexxus Products

Ann Maniaci, Freshman, Undeclared: "I think it’s really good.
The announcers aren’t as critical as
they were in the Winter Olympics.
They’re fair and positive now. It
doesn’t bother me if they put more
emphasis on the Americans or not. I
like to see an equal exposure of everYthing that’s going on."

As Temporary, Adia
Over 100 Job Skills
Offers You Full -Time
to Suit Your Needs
Benefits
Clerical Secretarial
Paid Holidays
Light Industrial
Lire, Health Insurance
Marketing Legal
Performance Bonuses
Technical Accounting
Data & Word Processing Local Assignments
Come In or Call Today for Immediate Information!

Attorney dislikes flashy cop cars
For the past two months. Glouces
WOODBURY. N.J. (AP) -Some New Jersey law enforcement ter County Prosecutor Richard F.
authorities drive flashy, pricey vehi- Hickey III has been driving a gray
cles seized in drug cases, but the 1984 Porsche 928 seized in a drug
state attorney general doesn’t think case.
"With seized vehicles, the actual
prosecutors should be behind the
cost to the taxpayer is greatly re
wheels of Porsches or Mercedes.
Attorney General Cary [’Awards is duced from going out and buying
reviewing regulations on the use of one," said Hickey.
Burlington County Prosecutor
confiscated vehicles and may revise
them, spokesman John Hagerty said Stephen G.G. Raymond said seizing
vehicles sends a strong message to
Tuesday.
drug dealers.
"It’s a real deterrent to the crimi"The attorney general’s position
is that these vehicles should be sold nals themselves when they get then
as quickly as possible," said Ha- cars taken away from them," Ray gerty. "In the interim, if they need mond said. "It’s nice when you have
to utilize them for investigative pur- the criminals financing a portion 01
what we do...
poses -- fine "
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TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
SUNDAY SERVICES:
8:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist
9:00 a.m. Adult Education
9:45 a.m. Church School
(Pre -School thru 12th grade)
10:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist
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11001,1 I enler
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Weekday Eucharist
Mon -Fri 12:10 p.m.
Sat 8:30 clam

25 Years International Experience

The Episcopal Church within walking distance of
San Jose State University.

HERTZ AT THE FAIRMONT

81 North Second St. at East St. John,

293-7953

50%
WEEKEND DISCOUNT COUPON

BRING THIS COUPON IN
TONIGHT
and get...

This Weekend Starter Discount is valid through Jan. 1, 1989 on
Weekend Economy Fare of two (2) days or more. Offer entitles
renter to a 50% discount on the first day’s rental charge only.
Discount will be honored only at The Fairmont Hotel in San lose.
Call 147 8054 for reservations. Major credit cards required.
Limit: One coupon per rental

ONE

FREE
ADMISSION
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Seven-year-old boy brandishes gun at school
LAKELAND. Fla. (AP)
A
first -grade boy who allegedly pulled
a gun and waved it around classmates will undergo a series of psychological tests, officials said.
The 7 -year-old boy, who told investigators he brought the .38 -caliber handgun from home, was suspended immediately after the Sept.
12 incident and was to have a disciplinary hearing today, said John A.
Stewart, superintendent of Polk
County Schools.
"Expulsion may not be the best
approach with a boy this age. He
wouldn’t learn anything by expulsion," said Stewart, adding that the
normal punishment for bringing a
gun to school would be expulsion for
more than a year.

Vincent Marino, Senior, Industrial technology: "It’s not bad. But
I do think that there’s too many interviews. The thing I like about it is
the way they’ve mixed in all of the
different countries. I think it should
be more patriotic for the Americans,
but at the same time, not be totally
biased."

Fencing Club: Meeting, 8 p.m.. Itugb) Football Club: Meeting. 7
Spartan Complex Room 89. For in- 2p8i5n 1.. Instructional Resource Center
formation call 286-1995.
Room 306. For information call 924
Pre-medical Club: Speaker, Dr.
With’ on medical school admission Physics
Speaker,
Department:
requirements. 1:30 p.m.. Duncan Robert White, "Trends in Computer
Hall Room 345 For information call Technology.’ 1:30 p:m., Science
629-6906.
Building Room 258. For information
Amnesty International: Meeting, call 924-5261.
7:30 p.m.. S. U . Pacheco Room. For GALA: Video, "Desert Hearts."
information call 924 7931.
4:30 p.m.. S.U. Costanoan Room.
Student
California
Teachers For information call 238-0202.
Assoc.: Meeting, 1 p.m., Sweeney Botany Club: Fall clip and cleanup,
Hall Room 347. For information call 1:30 p.m., SJSU botany garden next
2611-01 lb.
to University Police Department.

to the...

Folk dancing
Oktoberfest food
Live European
Oktober fest music
Special Oktober fest
Beers on tap
Sept. 17, 24, 25
Oct. 8, 15, 22, 23
Sundays 12 pm-12am
Saturdays 12pm-12am

Don’t forget!
MODERN TIMES
WEDNESDAYS AND THURSDAYS
OFFER A FREE HAPPY HOUR BUFFET AND
WE ALSO PROVIDE A LUNCH BUFFET ON
FRIDAYS1

GET WET!

3-Cochburg Von Germania
261 North 2nd st. San Jose

GET FED!

21 AND OVER ONLY PLEASE
NOT VAILD AFTER 9/22

Restaurant and Beer Garden...no entrance fee
Live entertainment, music He dance...$7.00
Children under 12...free

200 NORTH FIRST ST

Tel: 295-4484

II

SAN JOSE 292-2212
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Big West

Spartan offensive line takes the heat
for high number of quarterback sacks
Sean Mukaster
Dady man writer
lensi se linemen generally
don’t have formal statistics to
measure their output For the
most part. it’s an unglamorous
position. hut undeniably one of
the most crucial.
But one statistic can be all too
indicative of problems on an oftensive line
When sour quarterback is
slammed to the tuff 14 times in
lust two weeks, fingers are
pointed.
In the last two years. SJSU offensive Imes have allowed just 15
quarterback sacks in each 12 game season.
This year’s line has not had the
same sik-r..-ess.
Vs hen a quarterback is sacked
trequently . the offensive line
takes the blame.
Out sometimes statistics can be
decoy mg.
l’or the !UM squad (1-2),
which !rase!. to Seattle to face
the l nisersus of Washington ( 20 ) Satin day . the problem isn’t as
simple as accusing the offensive
line
"What acre having is a whole
combination of things because of
the mesperience III Ian. of
Rick Rasmck. SJSrs offensive
line coach said "It the same ol’
deal When there are no sacks,
everyone thinks that sure wonderful. But it is the hacks, quarterback and ottensiye line and

’Now we have the reputation as a
passing team and they’re going to
bring in everybody. We need to show
that we can run the ball.’
Scott Swall,
Spartan left tackle

there’s still a bunch of sacks, everyone thinks it’s the ’0-line.’
It’s the entire offense:’
Injuries in the offensive line
has plagued the Spartans through
the first three games.
Offensive guard Mark Fredrick, a starter at the beginning of
the season, has yet to play a down
because of a lower-leg injury.
Center Anthony Gallegos. has
been hampered by a shin -injury.
Despite the injury, he played well
against Hawaii.
Scott Swan. a 265 -pound senior left tackle, is the lone starter
from last season’s line and has
shown good leadership, according Rasnick.
And his four other linemen are
in their first year as Division I
starters.
The right side has shown improvement. Sophomore Damon
Tarver (6-5, 281 pounds) and junior Ara Derderian (6-3. 283
pounds) are improving. Joe Rob-

inson has stepped in at left guard
for Fredrick and performed well.
"We’re still pretty young up
front and we’ve had some breakdowns," said Swat!, who played
high school football at Bellarmine
College Prep in San Jose.
"People look at the sack total
and figure automatically it’s the
offensive line." Swall said.
"When you have a quarterback
who scrambles. like Ken (Lut/),
he’s going to escape the pocket
and he’s going to get caught, as
opposed to a pocket passer who’s
going to stand III there like Mike
(Pere/ did last year. It’s a frustrating dilemma for
the team. At times Lutz has
scrambled successfully, but he
has also paid for his gambling
with occasional big losses.
SJSU has been forced to throw
in the most obvious situations and
as a result, teams have preyed on
the pass.
"The staff reali/es that we

have to run the hall more and balance it out," Swall said "Now
we have the reputation as a passing team and they ’re going to
bring everybody. We need to
show that we can run the hall."
Quarterback Ken Tut’, who’s
ranked seventh nationally in total
offense and 20th in passing efficiency, says pass protection isn’t
entirely the problem.
"It’s the same thing as last
week," Liu/ said. "I should have
seen some of the coverages they
threw at me. At times their (Hawaii’s) defense confused me.
"Our pass protection has not
bothered me. Like last week, I
take the blame for not checking
off at the line when we had to."
SJSU has been using an extra
running back in its passing
routes. Although the results have
been product iv e I or both Johnny
Johnson (two consecutive 100yard receiving games) and Sheldon Canley, its an added burden
to the offensive line.
Rasnick believes the Spartans’
(Meuse may be too complex at
this stage of’ the season for mans.
ot his young players.
Were going to get away
from that and use our passing
game which is a little more secure, one w hich we have used
over the past two years," Rasnick
said. "I think we had maybe a
little too much offense in for
them."

Standings
WLT
1
0 0
SJSU (1-2)
1
0 0
Fresno (2-1)
1
0 0
Fullerton (1-2)
Long Beach (0-3) 0 0 0
0 0 0
Pacific (0-3)
0
1 0
UNLV (0-2)
0 2 0
N. Mex. St (0-3)

Upcoming games:
San Jose St. 0 Washington
New Mexico St. @ Utah St.
UOP @ Cal-Fullerton
NcNeese St. @ Fresno St.
Long Beach St. Bye
UNLV
Ohio Univ.

g

Olympic tennis fails
to lift Americans’ spirit
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) - Tim
Mayotte and Robert Seguso completed a clean sweep of American
first -round men’s singles winners
Wednesday in the reborn Olympic
tennis competition, but both complained that the tennis format did not
foster team spirit.
"I think it would be better if it had
the Davis Cup format," Mayotte,
the No. 2 seed, said after opening his

quest for a gold medal with a 6-3. 6:3. 6-4 victory over Korea’s Song
Dong- Wook. "I think it would
bring out more patriotism and nationalism."
Seguso. favorite for the gold
medal in the men’s doubles and a
late addition to the singles draw, was
even more critical of the way the
first Olympic tennis tournament
since 1924 is being conducted.

GRANDE PIZZERIA SPECIAL OFFER
ONE TIME ONLY
Grande is giving you the
best prices on delicious
pizzas. Plus you can keep
using the coupon until

Coach expects more
from volleyball squad
By Stan Carlherg
Daily stall writer
%lost coaches would be ecstatic
with a lopsided victory and an undefeated record.
But SJSU volleyball head coach
Dick Montgomery wasn’t pleased
with his team’s landslide victor\
15-11. 15-12 and 15-13. iiver the
’iris ersity of San Fransisco Tuesdav
night.
"I wasn’t real happy with our performance." he said. "As a coach, I
look for perfection.
’We had complete control of the
match, hut our offense and defense
weren’t crisp. And that’s not good
especially alien the toughest part of
our schedule. so far, is coming up in
a tea dais.
The Spartans, who were ranked
12th in a Sept. 13 NCAA poll, will
travel to Fresno Friday night to take
on the Bulldogs in both teams’ first
conference game.
According to Montgomery, the
match should be the first real test for
the Spartans.
"We really haven’t had a team
that has forced our backs to the wall
yet:’ Montgomery said. "I’m hoping that Fresno or Texas (A & MI
will do that."
Senior Kim Hicks led SJSU with
I() kills and had 13 digs in Friday’s
contest. while USF’s Melanie Kaiser
had 16 kills and 11 digs.

0
p

1-11 I \
S 129
DOUBLE S 159
QUEEN S 189

LAmnger
Couch
Bed

PRESENTS

Belly Flo
Contest
4 pm
Sept. 23rd
at the S.U.
Aquatics Center
Sign-up NOW!
at pool office
or S.U. Director’s
Office
Blimpies, Subway, Pizza A-Go Go

SALES

EXPIRES OCT.. 9, 1988
NOT INCLUDED

GOOD FOR
TAKE OUT
ORDERS
ONLY

TAX

150 E SAN CARLOS ON THE CORNER OF 4th ST (408) 292-2840

141
the

With a 9-0 record, the Spartans
are approaching the school record
for most consecutive victories in a
row. The record, which was set during the 1984 campaign, is II.
However. Montgomery’s thoughts
are on other things.
"i haven’t even thought about it
(record)." he admits. "We are just
trying to win every match we can.
Taking one match at a time.
"We’re not going to worry about
it. If it happens, it happens."

At Paradise Beach
to Follow

OFFER

Small 2 item pizza $6.00
Medium 2 item pizza $7.00
Large 2 item pizza $8.00
X -large 2 item pizza $9.00

WE’RE PASSING
STUDENTS WITH FLYING
COLORS.

3 Position Frame

"We have another fine player in
that position with Mona Sualua.
They both get a lot of playing time
on the right side. But it’s good to
know that there’s an extra person
there to put in in case one doesn’t
perform to her capabilities.

Free
BB -Q

0

L

On a sour note, sophomore right
outside -hitter Betsy Welsh. sprained
her ankle during the second game of
the match.
"She came down on somebody’s
foot," Montgomery said. "But it’s a
moderate swell. It might keep her
out for a while, but it would be great
if she could come back toniorrow.

AND

CI

Student
Package Price

Montgomery praised the efforts of
Hicks and Amy Shank Ie.
"Under the circustances. they
played to the level we wanted them
to," he said.

SAN JOSE STATE STUDENT UNION AOUATICS CENTER

Free food coupons from:
Spa,fan Shops,

each size pizza is bought!

11111114.

Shop the other
stores first
Then come to

CALIFORNIA FUTONS
and discover
916 S. Bascom
San Jose, CA.95I28
3 blks South of 280
(408) 293-3355

superior quality
and

service

c-1‘-

GO

rrom c

ef,s4P’‘’

TO "4

WHEN ITS TERM PAPER TIME
COMPUTEP WEPX CAN HELP.
MICROSOFT DAY ON SEPT. 30.
TERM PAPER SPECIALS
I]
H
H
H
[ ]

Disk Holders
Mouse Pads
3 . 5 Floppy Disk (Sony)
5.25 Floppy Disk (JVC)
Box of Computer Paper

5% DISCOUNT
TO SJSU
STUDENTS

$599
$599
$1999
$1999
Et 2 50

SALES
SERVICE
SUPPORT

MAC HARD DRIVES
APPLE CRATE
20 MEG 40 MEG 60 MEG -

$56000
$77000
$339 00
2 YEAR WARRANTY
CABLES & SOFTWARE

COMPUTER WERX
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

95 S. MARKET
CALL: 297-WERX

It’s never been easier to qua14 for a
Wells Fargo student VISA card.
And it’s never been easier for you to apply. Just give us a call
and well take your application over the phone. You need to be
at least a sophomore at a 4-year California college or university
And a U.S. citizen or permanent resident with a social security
number. You must have a checking or savings account opened
for at least six months and be on good terms with your
hank and any creditors. Finally, you should have at least $200
a month in spending money from verifiable sources after your
expenses.Thaes all it takes to qualify When you do, you’ll be
off to a flying start towards establishing credit.
So get your bank account number and other personal information together and call I -800-642 -BANK today.
Call Wells Fargo today and gel 6 months free membership. For a
limited time, you’ll get 6 months free membership when you qualify
for a Wells Fargo student VISA card. Cull today.

WELLS FARGO STUDENT VISA
1-800-642-BANK
C 11511 511r./ A

Member IDK

^WNW

’Hy
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SJSU student wins a place to cheer for the Warriors
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By Reggie Burton
Daily staff writer
As Naja Mata Chava Franklin
sifted through the messages on her
answering machine. only Laurie
Ryan’s call was important.
Ryan. director of the Golden State
Warriors cheerleaders, called to let
Franklin know that she was selected
to be one of 14 Warriors cheerleaders for the 1988-1989 basketball season.
"I came home after the audition
and checked my machine. Franklin
said exuberantly as she recounted the
Sept. 11 audition at Alameda College. "I was so happy to learn that
Laurie called, hut when I phoned her
back she wasn’t home at one number
and I got a machine at the other.
That’s when negative thoughts entered my mind."
Franklin, a sophomore dance
major, said her biggest worry was
that Ryan would not phone her back.
"I went to bed not knowing if I
was chosen or not," she said.
"What also made it agonizing is that
everyone knew I had auditioned and
they wanted to know if I made it or
not.
The next day Franklin. a member
of Sparta Gold, the dance team that
performs at &NU basketball games,
was on her way to an orientation for
new members when she bumped into
Regina Calloway.
Calloway, director of Sparta
Gold, informed Franklin that she had
indeed been chosen to be a Warrior
Girl.
"I screamed a sigh of relief,"
Franklin said of her initial response.
"The days after the audition were
frantic."

Franklin says she is confident
when it comes to her dancing ability,
but the competition at the audition
led her to question her talent.
"There were 110 girls who tried
out, and often I found myself wondering if they could dance as well as
I could, or if I smiled more than they
did," Franklin said.
The judges felt she could, and
now the I9-year-old Oakland native
will trade in her Sparta Gold skirt for
the blue and gold of the Warriors.
A self-proclaimed workaholic,
Franklin says she has been dancing
since she was six years old. She is an
II -year member of the West Dance
Theater in Alameda and is also active in the United Spirit Association
in Mountain View.
With USA. Franklin said she traveled in northern and southern California teaching high school students
how to become song leaders.
She says staying active keeps her
from getting bored.
"I get bored very easily," Franklin admits. "When I’m not dancing,
I like to work out.
Franklin weighs a little more than
100 pounds and has a 22 -inch waist
to show for it. Her well -developed
thighs are covered by a pair of cycling shorts.
But a dynamic body and a promising future in the dance world apparently have not gone to her head.
Despite her recent successes.
roommate Lydia Winston says
Franklin is still the "same old crazy
Naja."
"Nothing has changed," said
Winston, a sophomore public relations major. "We still do things together. She hasn’t gotten big -headed

Greg Walton

Naja

Mata (7hava Franklin,

Bat-maker hits it off with Canseco
OAKLAND (AP) -- Behind
Jose Canseco. the Oakland Athletics slugger, there’s Martha
Cruce, the Tennessee bat -maker.
Canseco, whose 40 home runs
and 117 RBI make him a prime
candidate for the American
League’s Most Valuable Player
award, has received nine dozen
bats so far this season, all made
by Cruce at the Worth Inc. plant
in Tulahorna.
"He’s my favorite this season,
but last year it was Andre Daw-

Are you taking the

son (Chicago Cubs). I make his
bats, too," she told The Oakland
Tribune.
Despite her bat -making prowess
she makes bats for about
100 major-leaguers
she’s
never seen a game in person. That
changed Tuesday night, when she
headed for the Oakland Coliseum
to watch the A’s defeat the Minnesota Twins 12-3.
Monday, Oakland clinched the
AL West title by beating the defending World Champion Twins

5-3.
During a brief ceremony Cruce
presented a new bat to Canseco,
and he gave her a used one.
Cruce is a Martha-come -lately
to the bat business. Worth gave
her a chance in 1984, and it has
been all hits since.
"A woman had never had the
job because the turning of the bats
is done by hand and it’s pretty
hard on the hands and wrists,"
she said. "But they gave me a
chance and now that’s all I do."

WINCHESTER SAMPLER SET

Oct. LSAT?
Got last-minute jitters?
Let us give you some last-minute
tips that could
raise your score 3-5 points
in I l’2 hours!!

Winchester Beers are made right here on the premises from the finest
hops and malts available to ensure the freshness and fine taste.

her cheerleading routine in SJSU’s dance studio

THE FLYING
KARAMAZOV
BROTHERS!

Fast
Copies

thrilled Bay Area audiences first as street
artists and now see them in their all new 19813
show,

FRIDAY, SEPT. 30
8 P.M.

kinkoss

1

MIME&

481 E. SAN CARLOS
OPEN 7 DAYS
295-5511

III 11111111___
III

Flint Center Box Office
San Jose Box Office
Peninsula Box Otace

Winchester
"Special" Porter

WINCHESTER BREWING CO.
THE Fru/LW BEER and Dna I FOOD

820 S. Winchester Blvd.
between Moorepark
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mechanical presentation.
Each issue of the Dads’
is a quality publication
produced by students and
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devoted to their craft. They
know it’s their job to bring
you the best university
newspaper in California.
Pick up a Daily today.
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They are nimble of wit as they are deft of
hand" N Y Magazine -These master lug
glers are hilarious- The Today Show They
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*10% Off with this ad

For more information call
Princeton Rievew (408) 268-9674

in dance, practices

day. She is currentl 55,111ing to licar pay off. She also said her goal of be- ter to UCLA and get a degree in
from a local women’s Ii itfmi ng store coming a choreographer might con- dance," she said. "After that, I plan
to attend New York University and
about a job opening. If that isn’t tinue in Los Angeles.
If I get accepted. I plan to trans- get my master’s."
enough, throw in several rehearsal
sessions per week
Franklin admit, she dosen’t have
much time for a social life, but says
Coining To FLINT CENTER Ai Do A,,,. Collg
she is confident the hard work will

STORE

Choose I of 2 free classes:
" Santa Clara Law School
rm 237- Bannan Hall
Tucs. Sept. 27 8-9:30 pm
* Stanford Law School
rm 90- basement
Thurs. Sept. 29 8-9:30pm

a sophomore majoring

or anything.
"She is really neat and organized."
An example of Franklin’s organization is her daily schedule.
Aside from carrying a full load of
classes, Franklin also teaches an intemiediate jazz class for A.S. Leisure Services on Monday and Fri -
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ENTERTAINMENT

Doors co-creator performs at SJSU
By Nlary Hayes
Daily stall writer

Ray Man/0A, former keyboard
1s1 toi the Doors. is talking about
\
it t.’ess,tt Is sexual passion.
hut i.ommitted passion The angry .
Ctlf111 emphatic passion that those
the youth ot the ’(ills
It’s s. lead% the dm mg forxe in his
own lite today !fining an intei s
it drenches his su tice. seeps into the
telephone IOW, .111d Illakt, Its as ii
SJS1 horn I is Angeles
Man/aids Vt, III make his own way
to San Jose %heir he plays the Student I mon.. 1 Anna Pi eta Ballroom
ttii nesdas at hI 1/.11i.
rtIC telephone conversation is interrupted by a ringing doot bell in the
background It’s Alanzai eV. 15.
year-old son. Pablo, who has just
come home from school.
"Hey. Pablo, do you want some
he shouts
soup! I lust inude sitine
Pablo responds esasis el%
"Goddamn ids, . he mutters like
the type who acts
an old-timer
hardened hut i catty kind deep inside.
He draws his attention ass us from
Pablo and begins to Ms, uss his upcoming performance w oh Michael
McClure a wiirld-renow tied poet
front San 11 ancisco. 11, (lure ss ill
read poeirs w title ?Omit:lick accompames 111111
The two I irst met through Jim
Morrison, the legendary lead singer
of the Doors. w ho died in 1971.
Morrison put to lest ss ith lunit one of
the world’s most magnetic and
widely -knov.n rock hands.
Manzarek and Morrison created
the Doors in 1965 It is is Maniarek ’s talent on the organ and Morrison’s booming delis eis and poetic
!stk.. that flung the hand to the top.
McClure. a hornet beatnik,
inspued MOIT1,011.5 I% 11,5
McClure and Man/arek ran into
each other m 1987, more than 20
ears titer they met, and came up
yy oh a unique, creative expression.

the result was perfect h, itiiitt
kia.11.11C let.’ lies pOell s 1411I1
Illneet1011, COMpleltlellted tiy
Alan/arek iii lassical 1)1,111,, Man
/arek reflects the emotion of the
sense, using his wide range of musical styles to set the IOW.
I play classical to today’s music.
pop to Ja// ro blues, even some tilt
Manzarek says.
me sat
Music and poetry go together.
With IL we try to heal the maladies
01 the present and the age we live in.
What you will get out of this is a
feeling of well-being.
’And were not doing it for any
other reason than for all of us to be
together,’ he continues. "You guys
lust sit back and let us take you on
the trip. And you can decide for
yourselves afterward whether to
make war or love. But I prefer the
latter."
Manzarek retains the ideals of his
generation and says he thinks today’s youth could benefit from rediscovering thein.
’’Today’s outh is in somewhat of
a trance.’ he says ’I ’in waiting for
the trance to end, tor them to break
out and realize their own power.
And their power to heal.
"That’s what the ’60s was all
about. They were committed. l’oti
have to be committed to how you
want to change the world or else
you’ll become a hy Nolte."
But some of the things born in the
is eren’t so great, he admits.
One of them was drugs.
He is adamant, though, that there
is a nld ference between white, powdery substances and "mind -expand ing’’ hallucinogens.
"Heroin is absolutely terrible and
cocaine was made for the dentists to
use yy hile working on your teeth.
he sass "But mushrooms’ She put
theni here. They are a product of
Mot her Earth.’’
But what about bad trips?
"Oh Ott, we might learn some
thing," he says with sarcasm. "Can
they not court runt their own demons,

their own fears? This is not Disneyland, this is real life.
Hut he doesn’t condone today’s
drugs. He spends his time with his
wile, his child, writers and poets.
The rock ’n’ roll crowd uses too
many drugs, he says.
"I know ot old rock stars that are
addicted to the stuff, but of course, I
can’t tell you their names...
Musically, Manzarek isn’t living
in the past. He incorporates modem
music into his own and has produced
four albums for the Los Angeles
band X.
"X is terrific," he says. "U2 is
very good. I’m getting a little tired
of Bruce Springsteen. I know all the
chord changes he’s using, and I wish
he’d get bluesier and jazzier."
He admits that today’s tnusic is a
little "vacuous." But then. even
"Light My Fire" was considered
Top 40 in its day, he reflects. That
was after they shortened his legendary organ solo to keep the song at a
trim three minutes for radio airplay.
"Rock is always evolving and it’s
always say mg something about life.
But we’re getting afraid to do that
anymore," he laments.
Invariably, the conversation keeps
steering back to social and political
issues.
We’ve really flicked up this
planet, lie says. "If Hush gets
elected, we’ll really fuck up this
planet. We have to work on healing
Mother Earth."
He stops his fervent speech for a

What he enjoys doing most tight
now is working with Mc( ’lure. a
man for whom he feels great los t’
and friendship.
"Michael loves to read poen,
and I really enjoy the keyboards...
he says. "We entertain the shit oill
of ourselves. The audietice can teel
it."

Its 1 isa Hannon
). ii v staff writer
Aspiring songwriters can rub
elbow 5 v ith signed artists and reCOO pally representatives at
st
the N,nthern California Song winch. (’onference and Trade
Show on Sept 24 and 25.
The miiite’ ence entails two full
day 5 ill St:Mill:1rs and panel -type
tor imis conducted by leaders in
the songw riling industry.. In addition to the lectures, music representatives are guaranteed to
screen t v.. songs from each
V, Mel
" 1 last year’s conference.
two miters had 20 of their songs
signed till Hill’ Ronnie Milsap,"
said 1 obey Hall, executive director of the Northern California
SI
%% ’ter. Association.
I Iiis is the eighth conference
and attendance has steadily increased over the years. nom
1985 to 1987, the numbers have
risen more than 50 percent.
Hall said although only 125
people lose pre -registered, he is
expecting about 500 participants.

Tom Kelly and Billy Steinberg. who write songs for Ma
donna, Cyndi Lauper. Whitney
Houston and Heart. are twoof the
keynote speakers
Saturday evening features a
sunset concert from 6:30 to It
p.m.. with five of the songwriters
playing and singing their songs.
Performers include Mark Wright.
a writer from Nashville with five
number-one songs; Larry John
McNally. songwriter for Chaka
Khan and Joe Cocker; Jon Lynd;
and Paul Gordon. who wrote
"Next Time I Fall in Love" for
Peter Cetera and Amy Grant.
Representatives feom Capitol
Brothers.
Warner
Records,
MCA. EMI and Milsap Music
will attend the conference,
screening songs and speaking to
potential songwriters.
The Northern California Songwriters Association is a non-profit
educational organization founded
It) promote career-oriented songwriters.
The seminar costs $110 for
both days, $50 for one crusts $50.

"Pablo, come here and eat your
soup." he shouts. He mentions that
Pablo and ex -Doors guitarist Robby
Krieger’s son were born within a
week of each other. Pablo likes
good contemporary music, but he
hates heavy metal. Manzarek says.
Pahlo gets his soup and the con\ CI stit lOn continues.
Anyway. I keep getting this
Of Dan Quayle golfing his way
II sigh the ’60s.’ he says.
lose is wonderful. it feels so

ets)

P

good. Will is hideous and angry and
so yuck! We’ve come so far from the
tribal stuff. It’s the apes fighting the
apes."
Manzarek says he’ll sole for Du
kakis in the upcoming election, as
he’s the "lesser ot tv,o
Since the demise of the Doors,
Manzarek has remained highly s isi
hie, as a musician and a producer
He directed "The Doors: Dance on
Fire," and "The Doors: Live at the
Hollywood Bowl."
He graduated with a master’s degree in cinematography trom UCLA
right before the birth of the !Naas.
But despite his interest in film.
Manzarek is critical of Hollywood.
It’s pandering to the basic in
stincts of maim,’’ he says. "The lusts
and the greed and the need for sensationalism."

Songwriters conference
spotlights potential writers

PAR4811. RECORDS

Please join us in a

Canned Food Drive
August 24 thru October 7

Bring a can of food from Safeway into any
Rainbow Records location and get

YOU CAN

$20. Oft

HELP FEED
JAE HUNGRY

Any non -sale Lp, pre-recorded Tape or CO
witi an everyday price of .43 Of nue
1 Can of Food .,s2 011 1 Lp, Cassette or CD
2 Cans of Food=52 Off 2 Lp’s, Cassettes or CD’s
3 Cans of Food.s2 Off 3 Lps’s, Cassettes or CD’s
etc

fupSIVEs2
All food donations to benefit the 10
Bay Area County Food Banks

BRING IN 25 CANS OF FOOD
or inote at one tone and be eligible to

WIN GREAT PRIZES

RA1NB W REC RDS

How to run your
own show

At all 31 Rainbow Records locations including

awl. PAWNS
The Amencim Express tatrd can play a starring role
simians wiwiihere mu shop, from lhisa to Thailand
Whether you re bin mg A 1\ or Al-Shin So during college
and after, it’s the perfect was to pas for lust allow
everything you II want
Hcnv to get the Card now.
college is the tint sigii of success And because we believe
III \ MIT flOttill I:11 or Sr made it easier to get the American
Express fare right now Xtliether you re a freshman, sensor
or grad student, look into our nes automatic approval
offers fur details, pick up iii application on campus Or
call I .fitiniTI1EL’Aftb and ask for A Silldela application
lite America!’ Express Card
Ifun’t leave School Without It!"

Otawort LEI VO

11141101y

WIPP

/fAt’0,2
NOW IN PAPERBACIO
from the author of the II inter
national bestseller Battlefield

Earth. I. Ron Hubbard, comes
the New York Times bestseller
tyl.twonlartb Volume 2 Mach
Cienesis
a superbly imaginative. intricately plotted invasion of Earth ’’
Chicago Tribune

$4.95

fantastic adventure beats like
strong pulse
The Book World
A thriller packed with lust,
laughs adventure and murderous intrigue
Literary Guild

GET YOUR COPY TODAY!
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Fraternity presents weekend enterprise
By 1)ouglas Alger
Daily staff writer
"Star Trek V" is scheduled to
reach the movie theaters in December, but Christmas may he coming
early for die-hard Trekkers.
Sponsored by Sigma Alpha Epsilon, "Star Trek Fest" beams onto
campus this Friday and Saturday.
The two-hour collection of rare
film footage includes 1965 promotional commercials, three reels of
Star Trek bloopers, behind -the scenes footage, outtakes from the
second pilot episode, and an official
Star Trek trivia quiz.
The bloopers "are like watching
home movies." film distributor entrepreneur Bob Lukas said.
Props fail, pointed ram fall off,
turbolift doors fail to open, actors
forget their lines, and even a certain
Vulcan science officer can be caught
smiling.
Lukas has assembled the footage
from various theaters, science fiction
conventions, television stations as
well as from Paramount Pictures.
The original Star Trek series ran
for three seasons, starting in 1966.
NBC threatened to cancel the science fiction classic after its second
season, but a letter-writing campaign
by Star Trek viewers allowed the series one more season.
Twenty years after Captain Kirk
and his crew went off the air, supposedly for good, a cult following
has given the series an unprecedented second chance.
Not only are Star Trek bloopers
the most popular attraction at science

"She likes being in control. Ev"I think a going to be a lot of
By ’Lac Shess
eryone likes that,’’ she said.
fun. he said. "It’s quite a stab at
Daily staff writer
Graduate student Tom Carter is the times or anv one who is style The University Theatre will open
conscious
its season with Oscar Wilde", satiri- the production’s stage manager
Carter oversees the technical side
cal play, "The Importance of Being
After opening night. the play will
of the play involving lighting, props,
Earnest."
run on Oct 1 and every night from
Opening Sept. 30. the play pokes and sets -- some of which he says
Oct. 5 through X. Curtain time is
fun at the pretentious ways of the are behind schedule.
"We’re going to be pushing el- p.m.
British aristocracy.
The University Theatre is located
Playing the role of Algernon Mon- ements to the wire. It’s typical for
at Fifth and East San Fernando
crieff is Geoff Nixon, a junior ma- every show," Carter said.
Carter. in his first production as streets. Tickets are 1.5 for students
bring in art. Nixon says the producstage manager, says "Earnest’ ’ and seniors. General admission is
tion looks promising.
information. call
"It’s really coming together very pokes "aggressive fun" at the Vic- $h. For ticket
4555.
torian era.
nicely," he said.
In the play. Algernon has a friend
named Jack. Jack has a guardian,
Cecily. who is becoming Algernon’s
THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD, SJSI POVURN
love interest.
CENTER, AND STUDENT UNION PROGRAMS PRESI I
Jack is falling for Gwendolyn. Algernon’s cousin. The two men have
a problem because the women want
to marry a man named Earnest. The
comedy begins when Algernon and
Jack look for a way to become EarWITH READINGS BY
nest.
get
cast
consider
it
a
privilege
"I
as Algernon," Nixon said. "I just
want to do justice to it. He’s a lot
like myself and that’s why it’s so fun
to play him."
The role also has other advan
tages.
"I get the chance to wear tailored
clothes," he said. "I love it, you can
strut around the stage."
Nixon said he thinks the cast
members work well together.
"We feel really comfortable with
the people in their roles," he said.

/A\

Outtakes from the original Star Trek will be among the
material presented at this weekend’s
fiction conventions all over the
country, the Enterprise has returned
to prime time.
"Star Trek: The Next Generation" opened last season with high
hopes and ratings. Changes were
made in the show’s format (the
Klingons are now good guys!), but
its optimistic message has remained
the same.
"Star Trek Fest" is aimed at fans

Star Trek Fest.

of the original series, so clips from
Star Trek: The Next Generation"
have not been included.
Showtime is at 8 p.m. in Morris
Dailey Auditorium. Cost of admission is $4 for SJSU students, $5 for
non-students and $2 for children.
Fans of this decade’s Star Trek
will have to wait for their own festival of bloopers and outtakes. As for
the cult following, who knows?

‘Birdboys’ marks return of ’70s folk artist
By Sallie Mattison
Daily staff writer
Penelope Houston is back.
She’s back in the Bay area to perform this week, and she’s back on
the charts with her new album
"Birdboys."
It’s probably not a coincidence
that the first single off the album,
"Harry Dean," is about the same
Harry Dean Stanton she opens for at
the Kennel Club in San Francisco
this week. She will appear regularly
in the Bay area to promote the new
album.
According to a press release accompanying the album. "Harry
Dean" was written with the actor in
mind for a role he played in "Paris,
Texas." Upbeat. folky guitar carries
the vocals well, but the words do
little, if anything, to evoke visions of

’Earnest’ production opens Sept. 30
as SJSU theatre hosts Wilde satire

the man the song is written about.
Oh well, if the words fit, sing ’em.
The soft rock treatment of "Talking With You." the album’s second
cut, has a deja vu quality. In fact,
most of the songs have the air of an
earlier time the days of Peter.
Paul and Mary, Simon and Garfunkel or Janis Joplin.
’’Birdboys" incorporates a little
country, traditional folk and some
punk and rock reminiscent of the
early ’70s. For music lovers of that
era, this is the album to buy. It’s
very soothing (it lulled my ill daughter right to sleep) if somewhat simple.
The mandolins, bongos and bells
were delightful. The lyrics were not.
While "Birdboys" may never sizzle on the charts, it has an appeal

that could guarantee steady support.
For those scratching their heads
trying to remember when they’ve
heard of Penelope Houston, she
burst onto the Califomia music scene
in the late ’70s with her groundbreaking, quintessential group, The
Avengers.

MICHAEL MCLURE

Graduating senior Andrea Faiss
plays Gwendolyn, who she describes
as a girl who "loves being an aristocrat.
"She’s intent on being fashionable," Faiss said.
Feiss, who has had leading roles
in the University Theatre productions of "The Adding Machine" and
"Bedroom Farce," discards the notion that a comedy like "Earnest" is
easy to perform.

She faded away to explore other
avenues of performing, living in
England during the early ’80s for a
"It’s never easy, but it’s very
time. There she orchestrated her return to America to start a new musi- fun." she said. "We’re becoming
more
comfortable with the language.
cal direction.
The biggest obstacle is getting over
Hooking up with the late Phillip the language."
"Snakefinger"
Lithman,
she
Unlike Nixon and his role, haiss
worked on a series of ptovocative recordings. She incorporated the tal- sees few similarities between herself
ents of the acoustic musicians who and the character she portrays.
now comprise her backup band. The
result was "Birdboys."

ALSO ACCOMPANYING,

FORMER DOORS KEYBOARDIST,

RAY MANZAREK
APPEARING AT SAN JOSE STATE’S
LOMA PRIETA ROOM
(STUDENT UNION BALLROOM)

ON SEPTEMBER 27, AT 8:00 P.M.
ADMISSION:
$9.00
$7.00

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
BASS & AS80

GENERAL
MEMBERS AND STUDENTS

FUNDED BY ASA0( /A7 Ell SI 11E5 IS
FOR MORE INFO CALL (008) 920-6260

V

N
NN

CONFETTI’S CAFE
AND DANCE CLUB
TONIGHT AND EVERY
THURSDAY NIGHT IS

UNIVERSITY
NIGHT

AS SEEN ON TV

C2 For 1 Coronas
* 750 Kamikazis
* Tequila Poppers

"Northern Californians are
finding out that car insurance is
no problem at Public:’
Randy Cross
On The Road ForPublic Insurance

NO COVER CHARGE
Tickets, an accident, no prior insurance...11’s No Problem!
Public offers low rates, payments spread over 12 months and
you can charge your first payment.

1-800-345-1995

Downtown San Jose’s Hottest new Nightclub for
Modern Music and DJ Music
ancing Nightly Wednesday - Sunday, 7pm to 2am
21 and over please

CALL NOW FOR A QUOTE

PUBLIC

nisumiNce

IT’S NO PROBLEM

Use Your ft rn. =Credit Card

CONFETTI’S
+
1111111111111

325 S. First St. 2nd floor

(across from Camera One)
Parking located at 2nd & San Carlos

(408) 294-1922

Original
Jon
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Deukmejian
okays funds
for AIDS drug

Measuring up

Chuck Oliver 0 Greg Gray
cordially invite you and a guest. to the

2nd

SACRAMENTO (AP) - - A $2.5
million bill to provide temporary
state funding tor the AIDS treatment
drug AZT was signed into law Tuesday by Gov. George Deukmejian.

anniversary celebration of

The bill. AB4437 by Assemblyman Bun Margolin, D-Los Angeles.
was prompted by an October cutoff
of federal funding for AZT or azidothymidine.

on

&ptember 25, 1988

AZT has been used since 1985 to
reduce and sometimes arrest the
symptoms of acquired immune deficiency syndrome. The treatment can
cost as much as S8,(XX) per year. The
federal government provided oneyear funding to provide the drug to
people meeting an income needs
test.

Please join us for complimentary
champagne and hors d’oeuvres
Doors open at. 830

&mi-formal aWre

163 W. &ants Clara
&an Jose

Currently, more than 7(X) Californians get AZT. The bill will allow
those Californians, and new people
who apply, to get AZT until July I.
1989.

279-JUMP

AOPA benefits give
your career a boost
The Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association offers a special invitation to
college pilots. AOPA’s unique benefits and personal pilot services put students
at the leading edge of aviation. AOPA information and assistance keep
members posted on the latest developments in aviation technology, news,
regulations and legislation that affect you and your aviation future. This
assistance makes AOPA the ideal flying partner for any serious aviator.
Other AOPA membership benefits include:i
Flight training loans at low interest rates
Twelve monthly issues of PILOT magazine
Discounts on FAPA employment services
Toll -free access to pilot specialists
Flight planning assistance
Full-time general aviation lobby
Free Handbook for Pilots or Airports USA
Automatic flying -only accident insurance

IMMO
See your campus rep for AOPA
polo sh irt (supplies are limited’

Put all of AOPA’s resources to work for you for only a $35 annual membership fee. Call toll -free today or contact your AOPA campus representative:

Nina Lynn Nordstrom

( .111

1-800-USA-A0PA
Mark Studran Daily

staff photographer

Simon Fisher, a freshman majoring in civil engi- front of ’hover Hall to practice surveying techneering, takes advantage of the open space in niques using a 200-foot measuring tape.

Boy with AIDS:
new school,
old problems
SOUTH ROXANA, Ill. (AP) -An 8 -year -old boy with AIDS -related symptoms. whose family fled
one city after protests over his admittance to school, dreads another
struggle because the ugly people
are going to be back." his mother
says.
"Our big problem right now is
that we lust want to be a normal family. ’ Jason Robertson’s mother,
Tammie. said Tuesday. "We don’t
want to be in the spotlight. I don’t
want to be a is it rights activist.
"All I Want to be is a housewife:.
Mrs. Robertson said. "All my kids
want is a mother."
Jason’s family left the St. Louis
suburb of Granite City. about 15
miles south of here, last month, saying they’d been harassed for their efforts to enroll him in regular classes
there.
Last week, as many as two doien
:parents began picketing South Roe;ana Elementary School in this town
of 2.()00 to protest Jason’s applica;lion for admission, which officials
’are considering.
At Tuesday’s protest. parents earned hand -lettered signs reading
" AIDS Kills" and "Help Keep
AIDS Out of Our Schools."
"If that kid comes here. my
daughter will go to a private
schixd." Roseann Hayes said in an
interview.
Charles Conner, superintendent of
Rosana.% schools, said the objections to Jason’s attendance come
mainly from "a minority group of
’parents ... in need of further education" about AIDS
The boy became infected with the
AIDS virus after a transfusion of
tainted blood products to treat his hemophilia
Jason has AIDS -related complex,
a disease that often precedes tullblown acquired immune deficiency
syndrome. AIDS cripples the body’s
defenses against disease. leaving the
victim prey to infections and cancer.

924-8070

tor more information

Allen Hall
Box 302
5JRNTM& PROM ASSOCIADON
121 AN ian,nlVaN. Fredenck. \III 21 iii
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Candidates stage events
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Reporters say access to presidential hopefuls is curtailed
WASHINGTON (AP)
When Hispanic and blue-collar voters.
reporters were ushered into the Goya
The strategy has led to a run of
food plant in New Jersey to photo- picture -perfect events for Bush. Dugraph George Bush sampling His- kakis has been less successful in this
panic delicacies. Rush waved off made -for- telev ision venture, but
their questions because he was en- both camps have forced journalists
gaged in "food tasting" at the mo- into spoon-fed campaign days with
ment. "We gotta get the message little opportunity to pin down the
out,- he said.
candidates on relevant political topBoth Bush and rival Michael Du- ics and events.
kakis have embarked on a strategy to
Reporters covering Bush find
keep reporters at bay, eschewing any themselves at increasingly greater
meddlesome questions while staging distances from him - so far, obmate -of-the -art photo and video ta- served USA Today reporter Jessica
bleaus to go with whatever the cam- Lee, that "we’re even out of shoutpaign sages have determined will be ing distance now.*
the message of the day. That day for
Reporter Ellen Warren of KnightBush, the message was an appeal to Ridder has taken to wearing a mono-

David Rose
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cular
similar to binoculars, with
only one lens
so that she can observe Bush up close from her faraway press perch.
While both candidates have steadily reduced their access to reporters
since the primary campaign ended,
Dukakis remains more accessible
than Bush.
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He still has an average of one or
two news conferences a week. That
is far fewer than before a campaign
survey found he was most often pictured on television responding to reporters’ questions about Bush’s allegations of the day rather than getting
out his own tailor-made messge.
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Billboards show plight of lost kids
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -- An
advertising agency and the Kevin
Collins Foundation have launched a
nationwide ad campaign to publicize
the plight of missing children on 200
billboards in 21 cities.
"It’s a strong statement to get
public attention." said David Collins, whose son, Kevin. then 10, disappeared here more than four years
ago.
"It’s not easy to look at it. But it’s
appropriate. We live with victims’
families every day - and that’s not
easy either," Collins said.
The campaign, with the creative
work donated by the Chiat-Day advertising firm here, debuts this
week. In January. the company also

’It’s a strong
statement to get
public attention’
David Collins,
Parent of missing child
plans to start a nationwide campaign
that will include print and radio ad vertising. said Betsy Irion, account
executive at Chiat-Day.
Unlike publicizing cases of missing children on milk cartons and in
direct -mail ads, putting the face of a
missing youngster on a billboard has

greater impact, she said.
"In this kind of campaign, you
can’t throw the message away It’s
bigger than life, and the public can’t
ignore the message." Irion said.
The billboards, one of which was
unveiled here Monday, features the
face of Monique Burnett, 12, a
Washington state girl who disappeared after visiting a friend’s home
nine months ago.
"First, assume she’s alive." one
billboard says. Another says: "If
you assume she’s dead, she is."
The unveiling was a difficult moment for Monique’s mother, Linda
Bender of Shelton, Wash.
"It’s a little harder seeing her up
there than I expected," she said.

Zeke SCE Goulash

cheons after Democratic Leader
Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia
filed a second cloture motion in as
many days to limit further debate on
the bill by Sen. Edward M. Ken nedy, D-Mass.
According to the Senate Judiciary
Committee, 25 nominations by Reagan for federal judgeships are now
pending before the panel and four
other nominations are on the cal endar for Senate floor action.
Kennedy’s bill would raise the
minimum wage by 40 cents an hour
each of the next three years - to
$3.75 in January, to $4.15 in 1990
and to $4.55 in 1991.

ice. (401)943-9190 for a no oblige.
Non quote
PUT

YOUR CAREER INTO HIGH
GEAR. Register your resume now
with the professional career program Call (408) 243-4070 for details

STUDENT DENTAL OPTIC. PL AN
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and money too For information
and brochure sae AS :Ake or
call (406)371-6811
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HELP WANTED
AUTOMATED VAC FOPMT OPERATORS needad on groveyd shill
and weeliOnd shift (28-40 hr work
week) Requires 1-3 yrs ench or
..einbly exp or eguly ed in
ISO Sciences or computer prog
citizen We offer
Must be US
Coll
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education
100%
415 493-1800, 5445, VARIAN
BENEFITS ARE ABUNDANT at the
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are bright erticulele, and confident We offer paid training, a
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ment
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924.1129 tor more Information
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OPPORTUNITIES
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2831 Meridian Ave
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CENTER NINA’
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ENGINEERING MAJORS interested in
chance to get real world xperlenc.! during your senior year,
Frito-Lay has en opportunity for

completed I year on campus
Deadline tor applying Sept 23

any loll

you to work In a menufacturing

TELEMARKETING’, Appointment setting Part time, 5200 WK POSSI-

environment es a Student Engl.
neer Our San Jose facility has
many maintenance and production protects that need completion in addition to the xperience.
wall pay you 510 an hour if your
Interested, walk over to the Cooperative Education Dept. located in
Building 0, and submit resume
ENTERTAINMENT SALES Days, null
time, It
typing 10 key some
knowledge rock to ballet Will

TELEMARKETING PT

UNION (Intormation

e tely Please contact Stephanie
Elck or El. Rodguiet et the Student Union information. 924-6350
Pay
Fist.
9500 hour
Work
Schedule Days. Evenings, Saturdays No of hours per week 12
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jobs evellable 1
THE STUDENT UNION MUSIC listenIng room Is now hiring or work
study polfitions Starting clotfl for

today
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at the Student Union intormetion
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PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel, formerly of KSJS
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Campus Christian Center, 10th
San Carlos For more informetion
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pickup 8 delivery. grammar edit Inc and guarantee copy Call
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Bloom County

Bush’s vice presidential running
mate, Sen. Dan Quayle, R -Ind., offered an amendment in the Senate
Labor Committee in July for raising
the minimum wage over two years to
$4 an hour and coupling it with an 80
percent subminimum for new hires.
The minimum wage has been
stuck at $3.35 since 1981.

STUDENT ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Job description and spoil-

TELL E1E!
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Vice President George Bush’s
presidential campaign said Tuesday
that Bush likely would not unveil
any specific minimum wage proposal until after his debate this Sunday
with Democratic nominee Michael
Dukakis.
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Classified
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE, We
have pions with quality coverage
at ...able prices. Call Mark Ell-

Greg Beda

GOULASFI! I WANT YOLI TO
MEET A FRIEND OF MINE..

Republicans stall on bid to raise minimum wage
WASHINGTON (AP)
Senate
Republicans, demanding lower pay
for unskilled workers and Demoerotic action on President Reagan’s
nominees to the federal bench, are
stalling action on raising the $3.35
minimum wage in high -stakes parliamentary maneuvering where the
biggest stake is presidential politics.
"Unless we see progress with the
judges and keep our ability to
amend, we’re going to be on the
minimum wage a long time," Senate
GOP Whip Alan Simpson of Wyoming said Tuesday.
Simpson made the comment following separate party strategy lun-
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I Alcohol

The long walk

I

rrom Poly
I he misplaced iii,, and go through
he street... Padilla
Hinds said a trap %k ii ’c installed
to ensure poinvi
alci How. This
will lkdri reduce some of the smell.
"It’s up to the university ."Fluids
said "The city can’t take action because ss e ss ere not the ones who installed it. If it’s under warranty . the
SIR t:111 take action against the
contractor...
PN1A had nothing to do with the
construction of the pool’s storm sys-

I 010

I

Luse in the policy hov.ecer,
slates that the insurance company
does not loser any incidents Inv ols
mg illegalities. Therefore, it sonic
one %%ere to sue the fraternit!, user
matter that involved serving alcohol
h, a minor, the fraternity would have
insurance coverage.
"It’s pretty scary," Stepovich
said.
Kappa Sigma fraternity President
Tom Frsepke said his fraternity
plans other actis dies that don’t necessarily’ revolve around alcohol.
Die fraternity provides entertainment, food and soft drinks at its parties
"I wouldn’t want to be the Sammies’ president right now," said Ersepke of the alleged Sigma Alpha
Mu incident.
The residence halls are less restrictive in their alcohol policy even
when it involves minors, according
ill Deanne Holweger. Moulder Hall
esident director.
’We’re not running an ’alcohol gestapo’ around here," she said.
Holweger said that residence halls
have a more lenient alcohol policy as
long as students are in the privacy of
their rooms. She explained that students drinking in their rooms pose
significantly less danger to themsc Is es and others.
not drinking and then
has ing to drive home - they’re already at their homes," Holweger
said.
The rule among residential directors and advisers is if the alcohol
isn’t seen, smelled or heard, then it
is allowed in students’ rooms.
The Spartan Pub has a strict entrance policy, said Nina Kalmoutis.
manager of The Connection Food
Services.
Students must show a valid California driver’s license or identification, passport or military identification to get into the Pub.
Pub employees are encouraged to
follow the rigid policy, according to
Kalmoutis.
"I tell the employees to stick to
their guns when it comes to checking
1.1).’s... she said.
This semester, the Pub has started
a "Sober Spartan" plan, in which
students who arrive in a group of
three or more designate a driver for
the evening.
The designated driver will be
given free, unlimited soft drinks
throughout the night.
I

Brian Baer Daily staff photographer
Chien -Chung !Wang, a senior graduate student in electrical engineering. walks through the new building.

Sewer

1

tem. according to I:.strada
"The smell Ihas been tacit. \%:1
before the pool pnnect ss,ts II iii
pleted," said Barbara Pinta. son
struction coordinator ia 1
Developement and Opeiations
Steve Noetiell, the building trade
manager tot 11)0, said the city has
yet to contact his office about the
problem and that PMA was not contracted to do any plumbing at the
pool complex.
-It’s news to 0.. ’,..K.1/111 said
"Any ot the tieari
that S\ iis
contracted %S.!. noi :21 ,. to IsN1 "

l,is. September 2 2

San Jose State Faculty, Students and Staff:
A Special Offer For You . .

.
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Now through October 14th

Get an IBM PS/2 now and save.
PS/2 Model 25
PS/2 Model 50Z
PS/2 Model 70

LIST PRICE:
$3378.00
$5969.00
$8664.00

YOU SAVE:
$1695.00
$2959.00
$4154.00

SA1.F PRICE:*
$1683.00
$3010.00
$4510.00

(All Systems Include Mouse, DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows 2.1 & Word 4.0; Models 50%, & 70 Also Include Ewe!)

San .lose State University has arranged with the following IBM Certified Education Dealers
in obtaining your IBM PS/2.
Computerland of Almaden
Photo and Sound Company
ComputerCraft
NetsysiValcom
Businessland
====

40X-293.9610
408.252- WOO
41111- 2411- 1114
408-554-9242

See your dealer for other configuration, at 40% sal ings
IWO and Persurul Systerrin are registered oadeniarks of International Rosiness Sio,hines

hoes Do Sot Include lanes encies Ate Sutnect To (lunge

ICIICC
II, 11 11111

siild Iiee ssts a good
choice
" \ls emphasis was to hire some
one 55 111, 51 is htlsIlless-DTIelfied. V.110
10111d 111i111Tee pc, pie. Boothe said.
"Paul seemed to have the initiative
to get things done.
Nosik after Ivo, years as manager.
el’ has seen revenues rise from
Wa000 in 1985-86
the
y cal betore the shop moved and he
look iisei
to more than $200.004)
lii 1987 88
lee now projects rece
nues if between $300.0011 and
SISI LI 100 or the 1988-89 year
Despite the increased business,
die print ship uses less than I perIts 1155 n publicity.
cent
Boothe said he thinks the increased re\ enues are the result of
two factors: a new, more visible location .ind competent management.
While I ee agrees the shop’s
higher s isibilits is a factor, he credits the decrease in prices for copies
as ani niter factor.
;eneral Is . most printers charge
5 cents a ccips,.... he said. "Here it’s
only 3.5 cents per copy. And our
prices are a little cheaper for other
services such as printing. binding
typesetting for resumes.
’Fhe maiority 01 the shop’s restflues
ahmiut ti5 percent
come
from priming course readers for in
structors, he said.
’’l’se had no complaints from stir
dents who have purchased the course
readers. said smiolop, pt lessor
Chester Winton. "I think the print
shop’s prices are reasonable."
Accimling to A.S. Business Ad
mini...Italia Jean Lenan. the shop’s
int:teased recenues are a result ot
"everyone wttrking together
"The shop’s success has alsf) cre
ated more lobs for students." she
said.
’fhe print shop now employs 22
people. I ee said they may need to
hire mote to handle the increase m
business
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to assist you

40X-267-2182

Ann Ranganath, Steve Ting
Kathy Mawr, Mandy 1 aghoubi
Mike Rayburn
Don Denham
Jack Kumar
Karen V% eland, Bill ’Kitsch
(.hrls Sher, Janet Orel!

Shop
I..? 10 years.
opeNtted ii
We tlionOit it was an excellent
location hn the print shop." Boothe
said **We had President Gail Fullerton on DUI side My major role
Was ro iieg.itiate the first lease."
Alter tInce months of negotiations. lease was I mall signed, and
the
’s allocated S:’.0.000 for remodclim,. Boothe said. The A.S.
also
a new manager. finally
cliis,s n- I’is5 SJS1’ graduate Paul
ill1 35 .ipplicants
.ec IIIol
Lee, k 11,, has a degree in industrial tcslinologs %kith a concentration
iIi [nulling and photography., already
had I’S I I CII ot management expe-
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Explore career, internship, and volunteer opportunities available in the Health & Human Services.
Adult and Child Guidance Center
Alameda County Sheriff’s Department
Alexian Brothers Hospital
American Cancer Society
American Lung Association
American Red Cross
Bay Area Lupus Foundation
California Department of Social Services
California El Camino Real Association
of Occupational Health Nurses
Camp Fire
Campaign California
Catholic Charities of Santa
Clara County
Centre for Living with Dying
Children’s Hospital at Stanford
Community Association for
Retarded, Inc. (CAR,)
Community Companions
Community Hospital of the Monterey
Peninsula
Community Kids to Camp, Inc.
Community Services Agency
of Mt. View & Los Altos
Department of Health Services
Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital
Eastfield Ming Ouong, Inc.
East Valley Community Clinic, Inc.
Education Programs Associates,Inc.
El Camino Hospital
Friends Outside In Santa Clara County
Furry Friends Foundation
Gladman Memorial Hospital
Growth & Opportunity, Inc.

Highland General Hospital
Hope Rehabilitation Services
Hospice of the Valley
Japanese American Community Senior
Services of San Jose/Yu-Ai Kai
Jesuit Volunteer Corps: Southwest
Jewish Family Service of Santa Clara County
Kainos Home and Training Center
Kaiser Permanente
Madeline J. Collishaw Center
March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation
Martinson Child Development Center
Mercy Healthcare -Sacramento
Merritt Peralta Medical Center
Mid-Peninsula YWCA Rape Crisis Center
Mission Oaks Hospital
Napa State Hospital
Oakland Police Department
O’Connor Hospital
Pacific Presbyterian Medical Center
Parents Helping Parents, Inc.
Pathway Society, Inc.
Peninsula Children’s Center
Peninsula Conservation Center
Physicians’ Community Hospital
Queen of the Valley Hospital Napa Valley Medical Center
Rehabilitation Mental Health
Services, Inc.
STD Hotline National
Saint Mary Medical Center
Salinas Valley Memorial Hospital
San Bernardino County Department
of Mental Health

Coordinated by SJSU Career and Placement Center, whose services are provided without regard to race,
color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, national origin, age, or disability.

San Francisco Department
of Public Health
San Jose Day Nursery
San Jose Fine Arts Office
San Jose Medical Center
San Jose Medical Group
San Jose Parks and Recreation
Santa Clara Valley Medical Center
Senior Day Health Program of
Palo Alto
Sequoia Hospital
Support Network for Battered Women
The Good Samaritan Hospital
The Pallotti-Hecker Center
The San Jose Conservation Corps
U. S. Air Force (Health Professions)
U. S. Navy (Health Professions)
United Cerebral Palsy Association
United Way of Santa Clara County
Upjohn Health Care Services
Valley Memorial Hospital
Varsity Scouting- Boy Scouts of America
Volunteer Exchange of Santa Clara County
WOMA, The Woman’s Alliance
Washington Hospital
Wheeler Hospital and
South Valley Hospital
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CAREER EXPLORATION DAYS

Prize Drawing 2:30 PM
Must be present to win
Name
Major
LIMIT 1 ticket per day
19/22/881

1

